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Abstract The highly synchronized formations that char-

acterize schooling in fish and the flight of certain bird

groups have frequently been explained as reducing energy

expenditure. I present an alternative, or complimentary,

hypothesis that synchronization of group movements may

improve hearing perception. Although incidental sounds

produced as a by-product of locomotion (ISOL) will be an

almost constant presence to most animals, the impact on

perception and cognition has been little discussed. A con-

sequence of ISOL may be masking of critical sound signals

in the surroundings. Birds in flight may generate significant

noise; some produce wing beats that are readily heard on

the ground at some distance from the source. Synchroni-

zation of group movements might reduce auditory masking

through periods of relative silence and facilitate auditory

grouping processes. Respiratory locomotor coupling and

intermittent flight may be other means of reducing masking

and improving hearing perception. A distinct border

between ISOL and communicative signals is difficult to

delineate. ISOL seems to be used by schooling fish as an

aid to staying in formation and avoiding collisions. Bird

and bat flocks may use ISOL in an analogous way. ISOL

and interaction with animal perception, cognition, and

synchronized behavior provide an interesting area for

future study.

Keywords Hearing � Schooling fish � Organized flight �
Intermittent flight � Synchronization � Respiratory

locomotor coupling

Introduction

Animal locomotion results in vibrations and turbulence in

the substratum (e.g., air, water, or the ground), which will

emit sound waves. Incidental sounds produced as a by-

product of locomotion (ISOL) will be an almost constant

presence to most animals. It is important for animals to

recognize and discriminate salient acoustic information,

e.g., sound of predators or interspecific communication.

Natural environments are usually filled with noise from

several sources, such as wind, moving water, rustling

leaves, and sounds from other animals. The energy from all

these different sources is combined to reach the ears of the

animal as a single pressure signal that varies in time (Lu

and Vicario 2011). The animal’s auditory system is chal-

lenged to interpret this combined pressure signal, inte-

grating information at multiple time scales and extracting

specific patterns from variable backgrounds (Lu and

Vicario 2011). Own-produced ISOL is likely to be a

component of this auditory signal when an animal moves.

The impact of ISOL on perception, cognition, and behavior

has been little discussed.

The highly synchronized formations that characterize

schooling in fish and the flight of certain bird groups have

frequently been explained as reducing energy expendi-

ture. I present an alternative, or complimentary, hypoth-

esis that synchronization of group movements and some

other little understood behavior may improve hearing

perception. Intermittent flight in birds, acoustical conse-

quences of respiratory locomotor coupling in vertebrates,
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and, to some extent, intervertebrates, as well as potential

acoustical advantages of synchronization will be dis-

cussed. Other areas addressed are the role of ISOL as an

aid to staying in formation in animal groups and the

relationship between ISOL and intentionally modulated

communicative sound.

Adaptations to avoid masking by self-produced ISOL

Sounds produced during locomotion in birds

Animal auditory systems may be stimulated by the signals

produced by their own vocalizations, breathing, and

movements. Detection of relevant sensory signals requires

the filtering out of irrelevant noise, including noise created

by the animal’s own movements (reafference) (von Holst

and Mittelstaedt 1950; Zhang and Bodznick 2008). Noise

resulting from an animal’s locomotion might interfere with

the perception of signals emanating from the surrounding

environment. This has been explored in individual animals,

including fish and salamanders (Russell 1968; Roberts and

Russell 1972; Montgomery and Bodznick 1994).1 In birds,

sensory reafference associated with ISOL, its amplitude,

and other characteristics have scarcely been investigated.

During bird flight, the movement of air across and around

wing feathers and vibrations generated by feather-to-

feather friction produce sound (Coleman 2008). Hingee

and Magrath (2009) recorded wing whistles2 produced by

the crested pigeon, Ocyphaps lophotes. They found the

alarm whistle, which produced escape response in con-

specifics, to have a mean amplitude of 68 dB, while the

non-alarm type had a mean of 62 dB. The latter sound was

produced when the bird flew away for no obvious reason,

causing no reaction in the surrounding birds, i.e., the non-

alarm type whistle fulfills criteria as ISOL. The sound was

recorded approximately 1 m from the bird (Hingee and

Magrath 2009). The level of sound energy will be nega-

tively correlated to the distance from the sound source.

A distance from the sound source (the wing) to the

pigeon’s ear of 0.1 m would indicate an amplitude of over

80 dB at the bird’s ear.3 The masking potential of ISOL

depends heavily on the frequency of simultaneously pro-

duced signals. The ability to hear vocal signals will in most

species have a high adaptive value, and therefore, natural

selection is expected to favor sensitive hearing across the

frequency range of vocal signals (Henry and Lucas 2010a,

b). Hingee and Magrath (2009) demonstrated the frequency

of the two tonal elements in the crested pigeon wing

whistle and found that Tone 1 had a mean fundamental

peak frequency (?SD) of 1.303 ? 0.100 kHz, while Tone

2 had fundamental peak frequency of 2.937 ? 0.209 kHz.

In pigeons, 1–2 kHz is suggested to be the middle of the

hearing range (Lewald 1990). In pigeons, vocal signals

between 0.250 and 1.000 kHz are the most prevalent

(Larsen, 2011, personal communication). Although this

interval does not overlap with the mean fundamental fre-

quency of wing whistles, vocal calls as well as wing

whistles produce harmonics (Moore 2003). The funda-

mental frequency determines the spacing and number of

harmonic components (Moore 2003). Overlap of the fre-

quencies (band-width) of harmonics of maskers and the

harmonics of signals may significantly influence perception

of signals (i.e., increase masking) in birds and humans

(Dooling et al. 2001). However, little is known about

acoustic interaction between wing whistles and vocal calls

in doves. Alarm calls of heterospecifics may provide birds

with information about attacking raptors (Magrath et al.

2009), which could present another potential masking

problem since wing whistles (1.3–2.9 kHz) overlap with

the range at which the major portion of vocal communi-

cation in songbirds is produced (1–2 kHz) (Lewald 1990).

Substantial masking due to ISOL seems likely in

waterfowl, which commonly produce wing beats that are

readily heard on the ground, in many cases tens of meters

from the source. The British Library sound archive pro-

vides an example of wing beats from the mute swan,

Cygnus olor, recorded 25 m from the sound source

(Wingbeats from the mute swan Co 2010). When many

animals move randomly in close proximity to one another,

the sound produced contains more energy than that of a

single individual, and quiet intervals are few. The masking

potential of group locomotion therefore should be signifi-

cant, especially for environmental sounds or vocal calls of

frequencies similar to ISOL. However, to the degree that

members of a group move concurrently, resulting noise

1 The lateral line (LL) and the inner ear in fish will have several

overlapping functions (Braun and Coombs 2000; Popper and Fay

1993). Many principles concerning perception and masking will be

analogous (Larsson 2009). For simplicity this article will not

consequently differentiate between effects on the inner ear and the

LL and the term ISOL will be used for different types of

hydrodynamic effects caused by locomotion. Thus, ISOL may refer

to pressure waves, at other times water-movements and sometimes a

combination of both.
2 Wing-whistles: ‘‘a variety of pulsed and tonal sounds produced in

flight…such sounds are universally attributed to vibrations caused

when air is forced through flight feathers’’ Bostwick (2006).

3 The level of sound energy (p) will be negatively correlated to the

distance (r) of the sound source p = k 1/r (an idealization because it

assumes equal sound pressure in all directions). Doubling the distance

drops the sound pressure p to a half (0.5), which corresponds to a

sound pressure level of about 6 dB. A distance from the sound source

(the wing) to the bird’s ear of 0.1 m and a distance to the microphone

of 1 m would reduce recorded sound pressure to a tenth (0.1), a drop

of 20 dB, indicating an amplitude of over 80 dB at the bird’s ear.
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will be synchronized (Larsson 2009). Movement cessations

will also coincide, resulting in regular relatively quiet

intervals that may facilitate enhanced detection of sounds

of the surroundings.

Intermittent flight

Three modes of intermittent flight have been recognized in

birds (Tobalske and Dial 1994; Rayner 1985): ‘‘bounding

flight’’ (also known as flap-bounding) (Tobalske and Dial

1994), in which periods of flapping are interspersed with

periods with the wings folded against the body; ‘‘undulat-

ing flight’’ (flap-gliding) (Tobalske and Dial 1994), in

which periods of flapping are interspersed with periods of

gliding; and ‘‘chattering’’ or ‘‘alternate flapping’’, in which

wing-beat frequency varies between two values while in

sustained flapping flight (Rayner et al. 2000). The most

widely accepted hypothesis is that the bounding flight

mode is driven primarily by performance optimization in

flight. Other suggestions are to confuse potential predators,

display or communication, and crypsis or camouflage

(Rayner et al. 2000). Body size has profound effects upon

intermittent flight. Species that use both flap-gliding and

flap-bounding have been shown to be of a body mass less

than 300 g or to have pointed wings of relatively high

aspect ratio (Tobalske 1996). Species larger than 300 g,

pigeons for example, use intermittent gliding but do not

exhibit bounds. The percentage of time spent flapping

increases with the body mass (Tobalske 2007). Flap-

bounding is extremely common in the most diverse birds,

the passerines. This behavior has been suggested to be

puzzling in light of the estimated higher aerodynamic

power required for flight for flap-bounding during slow

flight compared with continuous flapping, i.e., flap-

bounding during slow flight increases energy demand

(Rayner 1985; Rayner et al. 2000; Tobalske 2007).

Acoustic effects of intermittent flight

Compared with flapping, noise is likely to be reduced

during bounding, when the wings are folded against the

body. This could temporarily enhance the perception of

critical signals such as intra-specific sound communication

or sounds of approaching predators. Periods of glide flight

would also be likely to reduce masking compared with

flapping. Flap-gliding may be synchronized, as in small

groups of jackdaws, Corvus monedula (personal observa-

tion), which may provide intervals of substantially reduced

masking due to ISOL of the group.

Air rushing past the ears at high speed is likely to cause

significant noise. However, masking is largely relevant

only for signals of similar sound frequencies, temporal

patterns, and harmonics (Moore 2003). ISOL produced by

wing beats will most likely result in sound patterns dif-

ferent from those produced by air rushing past the ears. The

latter is likely to be monotonous. Wing beats will emit

oscillating sounds of different frequencies, temporal pat-

terns, and harmonics (Hingee and Magrath 2009). Thus,

wing beats are likely to be heard.

Organized flight

Birds that fly in organized groups usually do so in line

formation or, alternatively, in cluster formation (Gould and

Heppner 1974; Lebar Bajec and Heppner 2009). Line for-

mation is typical of large birds such as waterfowl, where

birds fly arranged in single lines, often joined together,

as in the V-formation (Lebar Bajec and Heppner 2009).

Forbush (1912) and Bent (1925) suggested that linear for-

mations enable birds to supervise other flock members and

maintain a clear field of vision to the front. Other functions

of formations could be to maintain flock unity and aid in

navigation (Gould and Heppner 1974). Another predomi-

nant idea is that birds gain an aerodynamic advantage when

in a linear formation (Weimerskirch et al. 2001). A related

hypothesis is that this invokes kin selection and recipro-

cation (Andersson and Wallander 2004). These hypotheses

(vision and aerodynamics) require a bird to track the lateral

position of its predecessor (Seiler et al. 2003). Seiler et al.

(2003) suggested that it is inherently difficult for birds to

track the lateral position of the predecessor, i.e., staying in

the most favorable position for visual communication and/

or aerodynamics will be a challenge. An error made by a

follower will be amplified through a chain of birds flying in

formation. Williams et al. (1976) reported the angle of V

formations to vary substantially among groups (38–124�).

The angle was not correlated with cloud cover, tempera-

ture, wind speed, or direction. Gould and Heppner (1974)

measured several parameters of formation flight by Canada

geese, Branta canadensis, and found extensive variation in

their formation flight, suggesting that factors other than

aerodynamic advantage may lead to the V flight formation.

One of the most cited studies included a group of

domesticated pelicans (Weimerskirch et al. 2001). Energy

consumption during flight was indirectly estimated from

heart rate (HR). The HRs of birds in formation were

11–15% lower than in solitary birds. However, Lebar Bajec

and Heppner (2009) suggested an alternative interpretation

might be that, since pelicans are highly social animals,

flying solo might have been stressful, i.e., cause more

anxiety compared with group flight. This is analogous to

findings in laboratory mice, Mus musculus. Mice housed

alone had a 4% higher HR than mice housed in pairs (Spani

et al. 2003). Moreover, Wascher et al. (2008) showed that

HR in the graylag goose, Anser anser, is significantly

modulated by social contexts.
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Acoustic consequences of formation flight

Periods of relative silence

A group of birds flapping their wings simultaneously will

for a moment increase the locomotion noise. That will

momentarily increase auditory masking of critical signals

such as vocal calls of con-specifics or sound coming from

predators (possibly also increase the risk of detection by a

predator). On the other hand, an interval of reduced noise is

an obvious result of birds synchronized in glide flight.

During such periods, masking from ISOL is reduced and

the capacity to detect critical signals is likely to be

increased.

Auditory grouping of self-produced ISOL

In nature, the environment typically contains several active

sound sources, and various strategies are used to organize

them into distinct auditory events (Bregman 1990; Ciocca

2008). Common onset, the harmonic relations between

frequency components, continuity of pitch, timbre, and

overall sound level are important cues for grouping of

sounds (Bregman 1990; Darwin 2008). The acoustic situ-

ation in a flying bird flock seems not to have been studied,

but what may be inferred from other research? Wing beat

synchrony has been proposed by Schweppenburg (1952)

and Nachtigall (1970). Later studies by Gould and Heppner

(1974) and Berger (1972) did not discover synchrony or

phase relationships in geese flying in formation but they

demonstrated that mean wing-beat frequencies differed

little among individual birds. Birds that are similar in size

and body shape, and fly with similar wing-beat frequencies

will be likely to produce ISOL of similar shape (harmonics,

pitch, timbre) and sound level, which may facilitate audi-

tory grouping of flock-produced ISOL. Auditory grouping

of such sounds could help the brain to create an auditory

scene analysis in which ISOL of group members emanating

from various directions are perceived as a single sound

source. Auditory grouping is also influenced by distance.

Gould and Heppner (1974) demonstrated a mean distance

of 4.1 m (SD = 0.79) between adjacent birds along the

legs of V formations. This covered a range of 2.5–12.8 m;

thus, formations were far from perfect in symmetry.

However, in a small majority (8/15) of birds that had both a

predecessor and a follower, the difference in distance

between the predecessor-reference bird and follower-ref-

erence bird was equal to or less than 0.5 m. How might the

order of birds influence perception during flight? Suppose

two birds a meter apart are flying at 16 m/s. Since the

speed of sound is 330 m/s, sound traveling from the rear

bird to the front bird is effectively traveling at 314 m/s

relative to the birds and will take 1/314 = 0.0032 s to

travel 1 m. Sound traveling in the opposite direction will

take 1/346 = 0.0029 s. Since sound intensity obeys an

inverse square law, the ratio of the intensities will be

(0.0032/0.0029)2 = 1.22 so one sound will be 22% louder

than the other, which is likely to be noticeable (personal

communication Oliver Linton). According to Ciocca (2008),

an equal distance to almost identical sound sources (in this

case it might be wingbeats, breathing, or vocal calls) facilitates

auditory grouping. On page 16 is hypothesized that the dis-

tance to a neighbor may be assessed from such stereotypic

sounds.

Respiratory locomotor coupling

Respiratory locomotor coupling is evident in all classes of

vertebrates (Bramble and Carrier 1983; Funk et al. 1992).

When two oscillating systems with different periods

assume rhythmic synchronization, it is referred to as

entrainment. The two oscillators may fall into synchrony,

but other phase relationships are also possible. Phase

locking of limb and respiratory frequency has been recor-

ded in dogs, horses, humans, and geese (Bramble and

Carrier 1983; Funk et al. 1992). In flying birds, the coor-

dination ratio of wing beats to breathing varies among and

within species. The most commonly observed ratio is 3:1,

but 2:1, 5:1, 5:2, and 1:1 have also been described (Boggs

2001). Quadrupedal species normally synchronize loco-

motor and respiratory cycles at a constant ratio of 1:1

(strides per breath). Flying bats also have a 1:1 pattern of

coordination (Boggs 2001). The tendency of humans to

entrain respiration and locomotion is stronger in runners

than in walkers (Bechbache and Duffin 1977). Human

runners employ several phase-locked patterns (4:1, 3:1 2:1

1:1, 5:2, and 3:2), although 2:1 appears to be favored

(Bramble and Carrier 1983).

The adaptive value of respiratory locomotor coupling is

poorly understood. Energy saving has been suggested, but

evidence for that is weak (Boggs 2001). Bluegill, Lepomis

macrochirus, tend to ventilate the gills every second or

third pectoral fin beat, with a regular phase relationship

between locomotion and ventilation (Tytell and Alexander

2007). During pectoral fin abduction, a jet is produced by

the pumping operculum (the hard bony flap covering and

protecting the gills) ending just after the fin is fully

abducted and the adduction begins. ‘‘The opercular flow

wraps around the base of the fin during peak abduction,

when it is likely to have little hydrodynamic effect’’ (Tytell

and Alexander 2007). They suggested that if the benefits

were small, synchronization might be expected to disap-

pear. Neither the locomotor nor the respiratory capabilities

of the bluegill were challenged; however, synchronization

has remained (Tytell and Alexander 2007). Wing-beat and

respiration frequencies are coupled primarily at a 3:1 ratio
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during free flight in Canada geese. Usually, the inspiration

begins at the top of the upstroke and it ends at the completion

of the downstroke of the following cycle, making two

downstrokes and one upstroke for each inspiratory event

(Funk et al. 1993). With this breathing pattern, the energy

saving (the difference in the external work required to ven-

tilate birds mechanically during simulated flight) was modest

(9%) compared with out-of-phase coordination (Funk et al.

1997). The energy required to ventilate lungs mechanically

will be only a fraction of the total energy consumption

required for wing movements, CNS metabolism, and other

organ functions. Moreover, in flying geese, locomotor

respiratory coupling has been shown to be clearly related to

wing beats, not to thoracic compression per se (Funk et al.

1992). Studies have not shown energy gain due to coupling of

locomotion and breathing in humans. Wilke et al. (1975)

found that the mechanical effect of the step cycle was very

small and suggested that the tendency of humans to entrain

respiratory to locomotor cycles does not reflect mechanical

effects on the respiratory system. Banzett et al. (1992)

showed that the work of respiratory muscles in humans is not

reduced by locomotion. In other words, stride does not appear

to assist ventilation during ordinary walking and running.

Bernasconi and Kohl (1993) found no change in oxygen

uptake of a single subject during running when switching

naturally from one phase-locked pattern to another.

Acoustical consequences

The synchronization (timing of the jet), which minimizes

interaction between the flow from the operculum and the

flow over the pectoral fins in bluegill, might have acoustical

consequences. The reduced hydrodynamic effect would

result in minimized turbulence. The pectoral fin abduction,

as well as the operculum jet, produces pressure waves and

other water movements close to the inner ear, which could

have the potential to mask extrinsic sounds. Hence, reduced

turbulence could also mean reduced auditory masking. No

doubt evolution favored other mechanisms that reduce the

masking potential of water movements caused by breathing.

It has been shown that an adaptive filter in the medullary

nuclei cancels self-induced breathing noise in the electro-

sensory and lateral line (LL) mechanosensory systems

of fish (Montgomery and Bodznick 1994). Furthermore,

second-order electrosensory neurons in elasmobranch fish

and mechanosensory neurons in teleost fish have adapted to

cancel the effects of stimuli that are coupled with the fish

respiratory movements (Montgomery and Bodznick 1994).

The amplitude of sounds produced by breathing seems not

to have been investigated in birds; however, the potential to

act as a masker seems likely, not least since breathing noise

will also include sound transmitted by bone conduction

(Moore 2003).

In humans, breathing sounds have been recorded.

Inspiratory sound recorded outside of the mouth at a flow

rate of 60 L/min has been shown to have a mean amplitude

of 51 dB (Forgacs et al. 1971). Groger and Wiegrebe

(2006) reported external human breathing sounds in non-

exercise and calm nose breathing to range from 25 to

35 dB SPL. The amplitude of breathing sound is positively

correlated to the flow rate (Forgacs et al. 1971). Therefore,

inspiratory sounds are likely to increase during exercise (as

well as the amplitude of ISOL). The tendency of humans to

entrain respiration and locomotion is stronger in running

than when walking (Bechbache and Duffin 1977). Since

most vertebrates should produce higher amplitude sound

and breathe more intensely during locomotion, they might

experience analogous masking challenges. Wilke et al.

(1975) suggested that the entrainment of breathing and

locomotory cycles in humans is an expression of the ease

with which breathing becomes entrained to various rhyth-

mic events. Breathing in humans can be unconsciously

entrained to many kinds of rhythmic events, such as finger

tapping, that have no mechanical link to the respiratory

pump (Haas et al. 1986). Banzett et al. (1992) concluded

that the coordination of breathing and stride in humans is

this kind of neural phenomenon and has no obvious

mechanical advantage. A benefit of respiratory locomotor

coupling may be enhanced hearing perception through

concurrent noise production and silent intervals and audi-

tory grouping of own-produced noise. In addition, respi-

ratory locomotor coupling will produce rhythmic and more

predictable noise. In humans, predictability may contribute

to reducing auditory masking due to a learning effect,

specifically for background masking (Moore 2003).

Intervertebrates

While there is a lack of studies investigating acoustic

interaction between locomotion and breathing in verte-

brates, in insects, ventilation and other motor activities

have a strong impact on hearing. Because the tympanic

membrane of grasshoppers is immediately adjacent to air

sacs in the tracheal system, it is deflected inward and

outward during the respiratory cycle (Meyer and Elsner

1995; Meyer and Hedwig 1995). These slow movements

change its auditory response properties and modulate the

afferent activity. Ventilation thus distorts the perception of

conspecific communication signals. There is some evi-

dence that singing males of Chorthippus biguttulus arrange

their ventilatory and stridulatory activity in such a way as

to leave ‘‘windows’’ open for listening (Meyer and Elsner

1995; Meyer and Hedwig 1995).

The stridulatory mechanisms involving the wings or legs

in Orthoptera make use of some muscles also used in

locomotion, and they probably evolved from incidental
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sound production during flight or walking (Huber 1962;

Elsner 1994; Heinrich and Elsner 1997). It has been pro-

posed that hearing organs in insects were generally derived

from proprioreceptors monitoring body movements and

that an early step was the development of vibration sensi-

tivity. Thus, the animals could have made use of a pre-

existing, information-processing system that had already

evolved for the perception of body movements and vibra-

tions (Elsner and Popov 1978).

ISOL in animal communication

ISOL in fish communication

The notion that ISOL may mask important signals does not

contradict a role of ISOL in animal communication. Pitcher

et al. (1976) showed that the LL has an important role in

fish schooling. Fish with a temporarily disabled LL school

differently, making less accurate distance adjustments

(Partridge and Pitcher 1980). Firehead tetras, Hemigram-

mus bleheri, totally deprived of the lateral system were

unable to maintain a shoal (Faucher et al. 2010). Thus, it

seems likely that the LL may be used by fish to transfer

information about position in space, such as direction,

distance, and (relative) speed of neighbors in a school.

Gray and Denton (1991) suggested that the relative

merits of communication by light rather than by sound

signals diminish as the speed of movement increases and

that sound-transmitted information is more important for

fast movements than for slow movements. Gray and Denton

(1991) also suggested that there are many means by which

a fish might assess the distance to another fish from the

sound that it makes, including changes in amplitude with

distance and the phases of pressure and pressure gradients

in the near-field. When shoals of fish meet, the major

factors determining whether individuals will join are body

length and species. The exact mechanisms behind such

join, leave, or stay decisions are not known (Krause et al.

2000; Gomez-Laplaza and Gerlai 2011). However, as fish

of similar shape and size will emit similar ISOL, and vice

versa for fish differing in form, it has been suggested that

ISOL from fish encountered could provide information

about size and shape that is useful in making decisions

whether fish should join (Larsson 2009).

ISOL and intentionally modulated communicative

sound

Coleman (2008) showed that wing beats of certain char-

acteristics, i.e., wing whistles might serve as a predator

alarm in the mourning dove, Zenaida macroura, and this

has also been shown in the crested pigeon (Hingee and

Magrath 2009). Coleman (2008) suggested that wing

whistles may contain important information, and it’s likely

that individuals of many species give attention to acoustic

characteristics of wing whistles. The alarm whistle cannot

be considered incidental. Although the non-alarm whistle

may fulfill this criterion, it does produce a signal, roughly

saying ‘‘no danger, just leaving.’’ Thus, the line between

ISOL and intentionally modulated communicative sound

may not be clear.

‘‘Sonations’’ is the suggested term for intentionally

modulated communicative sounds produced by non-syrin-

geal structures such as bills, feet, and feathers, or combi-

nations thereof (Bostwick and Prum 2003). The flappet

lark, Mirafra rufocinnamomea, intermittently doubles its

wing beat rate during flight, producing series of bursts of

rattling wing beats. This behavior has been suggested to

play a role in mate selection, and local dialects of wing-

clapping have been described (Payne 1973; Norberg 1991).

Hunter (2008) suggested that male wing trill is an impor-

tant component of hummingbird communication. Bostwick

(2006) suggested that the diversity in feather generated

sonations indicates that these are important mechanisms in

bird communication and that advanced and frequent use of

sonations can be observed in the neotropical manakins,

Pipridae. The development of field video technology has

resulted in increased knowledge of the underlying mecha-

nisms and purpose of sonations (Fusani et al. 2004, 2007;

Bostwick 2006 ). Fusani et al. (2007) found that numerous

elements of the displays of male golden-collared manakins,

Manacus vitellinus, differed significantly among individu-

als and suggested that individual features of the displays

may form the basis for female choice. Although manakins

probably process visual information much faster than do

humans, the movements in manakin male display are rapid,

and the authors question to what degree female manakins

are able to distinguish the male activity.

Intentional body movements resulting in vibrations of

the substratum are used by many animals in communica-

tion. Tremulation display has been reported to be an

important signal in agonistic interactions of red-eyed

treefrogs, Agalychnis callidryas, and suggested to transmit

information through vibrations in the surrounding plant

substrate (Caldwell et al. 2010). Various mammal species

use vibrations caused by body movements in communica-

tion, e.g., foot-stamping in kangaroo rats, Dipodomys, or

elephant shrews, Elephantulus rufescens (Randall 2001).

Examples of locomotion-related sound used in sound

communication can be found across phyla. Wing move-

ments in the courtship behavior of drosophila have been

explored (Bennet-Clark et al. 1980; Tauber and Eberl

2003). Other examples are mosquitoes (Gibson and Russell

2006) and moths (Bailey 1991) that may produce audible

intersexual advertisements by wing movements during

6 Anim Cogn (2012) 15:1–13
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flight. Thus, many examples can be found where there is no

clear delineation between ISOL and intentionally modu-

lated communicative sound.

Rapid transmission of information

Little is known of how the rapid transmission of information

is accomplished in a fish school or in a cluster formation of

birds; for example, how animals avoid collisions or reach a

consensus to move away from a predator. Cluster forma-

tions are typically made up of many small birds flying in

irregular three-dimensional arrangements. Synchronized

and apparently simultaneous rapid changes in direction are

typical traits of such groups (Lebar Bajec and Heppner

2009). Ballerini et al. (2008) observed that, in a flock of

starlings, neighbors were less likely to be found along the

direction of motion. Instead, they concentrated laterally,

and each individual interacted with up to six or seven

neighbors, irrespective of the distance to them. Ballerini

et al. (2008) also suggested that aerodynamic arguments be

ruled out as explanation for this spatial anisotropy, since

individual interactions depend on the order of neighbors

rather than on the distance to them. Interacting with seven

laterally flying neighbors using only visual information

might be problematic, since some birds may obscure the

sight of others. Sound cues may give supplementary infor-

mation. Clark (2008) suggested that sounds produced con-

tinuously during flight potentially play important roles in

bird communication. Hingee and Magrath (2009) suggested

that the audible ‘‘whooshing’’ of flight could be a general

mechanism by which individuals in flocks gather informa-

tion and, moreover, that such sounds may have contributed

to the evolution of grouping. The perception of ISOL may

provide birds with potentially useful information during

flight, such as the speed, location in 3-dimensional space

(distance and direction), and the wing-beat frequency of

neighbors (Fig. 1). Information embedded in ISOL will

travel in all directions; hence, it might be used in mutual

adaptation among neighbors. The distance to a neighbor

may be assessed from a stereotypic sound with a stable

sound level (ISOL, breathing, or vocal call) that the

neighbor produces, since the relative amplitude will be

influenced by distance. Moreover, when a complex sound

travels through air, its timbre changes, since higher fre-

quencies are damped more than lower frequencies.

Coleman (1962) showed that humans can use change in

timbre effectively to estimate distance when a familiar

sound is heard. Bird wing-beat frequency is expected to

decrease relative to its body size (mass) (Rayner 1979).

Similarity in size and phenotype may produce more pre-

dictable ISOL in birds. Perhaps sound cues might be a

complement to visual information to aid in staying in for-

mation and to avoid collisions.

Animal locomotion often displays a rhythmic alternating

character, e.g., coast and burst swimming in fish or flapping

in birds. Thus, a school of fish or birds flying in cluster

formation might be depicted as a group of oscillators. A

large system of biological oscillators such as singing

crickets may occasionally spontaneously lock to a common

frequency despite differences in the natural frequencies of

individual oscillators (Strogatz 2003). When coupling is

sufficiently strong, a fully synchronized solution is possi-

ble. In that situation, all the oscillators share a common

frequency, although their phases are different. In biological

oscillators, the ability to send and receive signals is crucial

(Strogatz 2003). Flying birds and swimming fish fulfill this

criterion (the signals could be visual or auditory (ISOL)

or combinations). Sounds or water movements produced

by locomotion seem to play a communicative role in

fish schooling (Larsson 2011), but it remains to be stud-

ied if ISOL serves a similar purpose in flight formations

of birds.

Synchronized locomotion in diverse ecological niches

Larsson (2009, 2011) suggested that the evolutionary

development of the octavolateralis system (OLS) led to an

increased potential for cannibalism within the shoal and

also gave small individuals a chance to escape or to never

join with larger fish. This produced increased homogeneity

of size within groups, which increased the capacity for

moving in synchrony. Synchronized locomotion might

confuse the OLS of predators due to overlapping

Fig. 1 The perception of ISOL may provide birds with valuable

information during flight, such as the speed, location in 3-dimensional

space, and the wing-beat frequency of neighbors. Such information

will travel in all directions; hence, it might be used in mutual

adaptation among neighbors. The distance may be assessed from a

stereotypic sound, such as ISOL, breathing, or vocal call, since the

amplitude will be influenced by distance. Moreover, when a sound

travels through air, its timbre changes, since higher frequencies are

damped more (Photo: Torbjörn Arvidson)
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hydrodynamic signals (Larsson 2009) (Fig. 2). This con-

sequence has been little discussed but might be significant.

In the muskelunge, Esox masquinongy, vision has been

found to be used to localize prey, but the LL was of

principal importance in the later stages of an attack (New

et al. 2001). Two objects need to be at least five body

widths apart in order to be clearly distinguished by the

electrosensory system (Babineau et al. 2007); thus, over-

lapping electrical fields of individual fish in a school might

blur the electrosensory systems (ESS) of predatory fish

(Larsson 2009) (Fig. 3). Hence, bird ancestors (fish) might

have received substantial benefit from a well-developed

capacity to move in synchrony.

Gregarious fish species have been found to show later-

alization for turning biases at the population level, while

most species that did not shoal have been found to be

lateralized at the individual level (Bisazza et al. 2000;

Vallortigara 2006). Vallortigara (2006) suggested that

turning biases at the population level reduce the risk of a

shoal splitting. Larsson (2011) hypothesized that confusion

of predator’s OLS and ESS adds to the adaptive value

of turning biases. Central positions in the schools are more

protected (Pitcher 2001); moreover, aforementioned pred-

ator confusion might be less effective in the periphery.

Larsson (2011) proposed that well-functioning sense

organs, good health, skillful motor performance, and

turning bias may be important to avoid occupying the

periphery and reduce the probability of separation.

Schooling fish and bird groups display many similarities

(Ballerini et al. 2008). However, the adaptive value of

swimming in synchrony may differ from that of flying in

formation. For example, the confusion of the electrosen-

sory system of predatory fish suggested by Larsson (2009)

will not be relevant to birds. In birds, effects such as

reduced energy expenditure, group cohesion, optical

advantages, and a collision risk for predators attacking a

cluster formation (Figs. 4, 5) have been suggested (Lebar

Bajec and Heppner 2009). Could birds flying in formation

achieve an analogous confusion of a raptor’s auditory

system as was suggested for schooling fish?

Location of prey using acoustic cues is well documented

in owls. One example is the barn owl, Tyto alba, which can

accurately locate prey up to 7 m in complete darkness

(Iwaniuk et al. (2006). Iwaniuk et al. (2006) reviewed and

sampled data on auditory abilities of several bird species

and suggested that the minimum absolute resolvable angle

was lowest in raptors (2–14�) (low angle means the accu-

racy is high when a bird navigate toward a hidden sound

source). The marsh hawk, Circus cyaneus, also demon-

strate the capability to locate prey through sonic cues while

in total darkness (Rice 1982). Rice (1982) suggested that

empirical and theoretical research indicates that, in birds,
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Fig. 2 Schooling may confuse the lateral line of predators. Fin

movements of a single fish emit a gradient that will approximate a

point-shaped wave source. The unfilled, black, and gray dots
represent point-shaped wave sources (prey-fish). A schematized

lateral line (LL) organ of a predator is depicted in the upper part of

the figure. The predatory fish LL may exploit the gradients produced

by prey-fish movements. A lone fish (see pressure gradients of the

black prey-fish in the center) would produce a symmetric gradient,

while the combined gradients of three nearby fish will be more

complicated. The complexity is likely to increase with the number of

fish. The synchronized movements of many nearby fish may create a

flat wave-front, possibly mimicking the pressure waves of a large

animal. Developed from Braun and Coombs (2000). The figure is

reproduced from Larsson (2009) with kind permission from Fish and

Fisheries, Wiley-Blackwell
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the ability to locate prey by sound is restricted to a rela-

tively short distance. Rice also suggested several mecha-

nisms by which visual and auditory cues may be integrated

in diurnal raptors to locate prey. It is unclear whether

auditory cues may contribute to the efficiency of raptors in

aerial predation. However, if that should be the case,

complex and overlapping sound signals (ISOL) produced

by flying in formation might contribute to predator con-

fusion (Figs. 4, 5). Starlings, Sturnus vulgaris, form huge

flocks shortly before dusk (Cavagna et al. 2008), a period

during which the importance of auditory cues may increase

in raptors. Evaluating the use and significance of multi-

sensory cues in animals is complicated; however, it may be

demonstrated in humans. For example, blocking the hear-

ing in human tennis players was shown to result in reduced

performance (Takeuchi 1993).

Modern comparative research has changed our view of

vertebrate brain evolution. ‘‘The metaphor of the vertebrate

brain climbing up the ladder of progress from fish to human

has been replaced by the theme of a largely conservative

bauplan of vertebrate brain organization.’’ (Wulliman and

Vernier 2007). This could also mean that fish descendants,

such as birds, possess anatomical structures, wiring, and

processing abilities in the brain that may be reused if it is of

adaptive value in their ecological niche to form coordinated

animal groups. It is a huge step in the vertebrate tree from

fish to birds. A crucial question for this hypothesis is

whether ISOL or breathing sounds might influence flock

behavior in an analogous manner in other vertebrate

groups. Larsson (2009) suggested that concurrent surface

diving of dolphin dyads will result in simultaneous splash

down, providing longer periods of relative silence com-

pared with non-synchronized diving. Contagious yawning

is well documented in humans (Wilkinson et al. 2011), in

non-human primates (chimpanzees Pan troglodytes),

(Anderson et al. 2004); stump-tailed macaques Macaca

arctoides, (Paukner and Anderson 2006); gelada baboons

Theropithecus gelada, (Palagi et al. 2009); and dogs Canis

familiaris, (Joly-Mascheroni et al. 2008). The function of

Fig. 3 Schooling may confuse the electro-sensory system of preda-

tors. The electric field surrounding a fish with an electrosensory

system is perceptually distorted by objects of differing electrical

conductivity. Individual prey must be about five body widths apart to

be perceived as separate images by a predator

Fig. 4 Visual and auditory cues may be integrated in diurnal raptors to

locate prey. A bird flying alone will represent a single sound source, and

thus, an easy target for a raptor taking advantage of sound cues

Fig. 5 Possible advantages of flying in formation. a Mechanical

protection: one or more birds closely following a bird that is attacked

may collide with the predator, causing injury. b Birds flying in a

formation will produce complex and overlapping sounds. This may

confuse diurnal raptors that use sound cues, alone or together with

vision, to localize the prey
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contagious yawning is poorly understood (Wilkinson et al.

2011). Postulated hypothesis has included communicating

drowsiness, social stress, or even boredom (Guggisberg

et al. 2007). Daquin et al. (2001) suggest that yawning is a

form of communication used to synchronize group

behavior. Most studies of contagious yawning have

focused on visual cues; however, hearing seems to be

involved as well. A contagion effect has been found in

audio presentations of yawning to blind subjects (Moore

1942). Arnott et al. (2009) showed that hearing a yawn

increases a person’s urge to yawn. Hearing a yawn has also

been shown to activate brain areas involved in hearing

and executing mouth actions (Gazzola et al. 2006), which

are also necessary for recognizing the actions of others

(Pazzaglia et al. 2008). In the humpback whale, Megaptera

novaeangliae, synchronized breathing is commonly

observed. Whales will often breathe in synchrony when

resting (Cynthia D’Vincent, personal communication).

Social cohesion has been suggested to be the source of this

behavior (Connor 2007). However, reduced masking could

be an alternative (or complimentary) hypothesis, since one

effect will be long periods of silence, which may facilitate

detection of critical signals in the surrounding.

By comparison with birds, bats have a 50% higher wing-

beat frequency for a given size range, and bat flight is less

variable (Bullen and McKenzie 2002). If bat body mass is

known, the wing-beat frequency (fw) for any bat can be

estimated at low or high flight speed to within ±1.5 Hz. At

and above cruising speed, fw appears to remain almost

constant until the bats attain their extreme high speed

(Bullen and McKenzie 2002). Low variability in fw is likely

to produce similar SOL in a group of flying bats, which may

favor auditory grouping processes. In bats, auditory scene

analysis is intricate, it must be resolved extremely rapidly, at

flight speeds up to 10 m per second, with ultra-sonar echoes

from the ground, branches, insects, etc., and in some cases

with thousands of animals in the air simultaneously, nearly

brushing wings with each other (Ulanovsky and Moss 2008).

How can bats avoid collisions in these situations? The vast

majority of such studies have focused on the processing

of echoes (Ulanovsky and Moss 2008). The question of

whether bats use information about neighbors’ positions

embedded in ISOL seems not to have been raised.

Conclusions

Incidental sounds produced during locomotion (ISOL) are

likely to be among the most common sounds heard during

the life of many vertebrates. The impact of ISOL on animal

cognition and behavior has scarcely been studied. ISOL

may have a potential to mask important signals, such as

sounds of predators or prey or of vocal communication.

Theoretical models suggest that intermittent flight, respi-

ratory locomotor coupling of individual animals, and syn-

chronized locomotion in animal groups may be used to

reduce masking problems as well as to achieve enhanced

auditory grouping of ISOL. Several authors (Payne 1973;

Norberg 1991; Coleman 2008; Hingee and Magrath 2009)

have proposed that sound produced as a by-product of

locomotion may play a significant role in animal commu-

nication. This review emphasizes that the border between

ISOL and intentionally modulated communicative sound

may be hard to define. ISOL seems to be used by schooling

fish as an aid in staying in formation and avoid collisions.

A more speculative hypothesis is that ISOL also may

provide flying bird and bat groups with potentially useful

information such as the speed, location, and fin/wing-beat

frequency of neighbors. Theoretical models are persuasive;

however, due to the lack of empirical studies these pre-

mises are highly speculative.

What might be of value for future study? Masking

properties of ISOL will mainly be relevant for signals of

similar frequency; therefore, comparative studies of ISOL

and frequencies of intra-specific calls would be pertinent. It

may have echological implications. Halfwerk et al. (2011)

showed that masking due to traffic noise had a negative

impact on reproductive success and argued that knowledge

of the spatial, temporal, and spectral overlap between noise

and species-specific acoustic behavior in birds is important

for effective noise management. Play-back experiments as

those conducted with mourning doves (Coleman 2008) and

the crested pigeon (Hingee and Magrath 2009) would be of

interest in other bird species. The possible role of ISOL in

communicative signals in highly synchronized bird groups

might be studied by assessing overall performance, colli-

sions, and nearest neighbor distance in deaf birds or birds

with temporarily impaired hearing. A reduction in indi-

vidual vigilance with an increase in group size is frequently

reported (Roberts 1996). Although this is generally con-

sidered to have a basis in visual cues (Fernandez-Juricic

et al. 2004), it may also be of interest to study whether the

amount of ISOL (produced by group members) contributes

in the individual animal’s assessment of the group size.

Investigations in vertebrate species might include whether

hearing perception influences the tendency toward respi-

ratory locomotor coupling. Schooling behavior, join, leave,

or stay decisions in fish, and intermittent flight in birds

might also be worthy of study in an acoustical context.

Sound incidental to locomotion and its interaction with

behavior has been little investigated and may provide an

interesting area for future study.
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